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Which country holds the title The Most Anti-Christian Country on Earth?  

That might be a tough call. Officially (in terms of law and policy) the top contenders might be North Korea or 
Saudi Arabia. Eritrea despite official recognition of three churches combines elements of both top contenders. 
By sheer count of incidents the top contender would probably be Pakistan. 

A week ago the Irish columnist and former agnostic John Waters penned an article with the title The Most Anti-
Christian Country on Earth. His choice? His native Ireland. 

The article was prompted by the government’s announcement that it was considering a ban on crucifixes and 
other religious imagery in hospitals that are run by religious orders. The rationale, it would seem, is that it is 
feared [really?] that patients might be troubled by such imagery, and that their recovery might be impeded. As 
Waters pointed out, no consideration was given to those patients who might be comforted by the image of the 
God Who Suffers With Us, and who cured the sick and disabled. Please read our report for this week, and you 
will find a link to Water’s writing in the Ireland section. 

But is Waters correct? Our report this week also demonstrates the tempo of persecution in India, with a second 
Christian death at the hands of Maoist guerrillas. Nigeria continues to have the highest reported death toll for 
Christians anywhere on earth. These atrocities are much, much worse than the persecution of Irish Christians. 
Ireland might only be The Most Anti-Christian Country in the West. 

Yet, even in the West Ireland has competition. Australia has long waged a media war against Christianity, using 
sex scandals and ‘uncaring’ Christian doctrine as weapons. The country has now incarcerated its second bishop 
within a year. The first, Archbishop Philip Wilson, was convicted in May 2018 of having failed to report the 
abuse of a minor back in 1973. In December 2018 an appellate court ruled there was absolutely no evidence that 
could have led to a conviction, and prosecutors admitted three weeks later their case was too weak to retry. Just 
days after this appellate decision Cardinal George Pell was convicted on multiple sexual assault charges, but 
secrecy laws prevented the announcement of the verdict until now. Many observers stated that his defense team 
was able to prove his innocence beyond a reasonable doubt and they expect the appeal to end the same way as 
Wilson’s case. It should be noted that the secrecy laws designed to protect the accused actually hurt Pell’s 
defense: jurors were not aware of a previous mistrial that almost acquitted him. The guilty verdict also came 
now only because prosecutors decided to not move ahead with the remaining cases due to their weaknesses. 

The real lesson of Ireland, and Australia, is how quickly society can appear to change. Ireland was 
wholeheartedly committed to Christianity just two generations ago, and Australia was nearly so. One Australian 
observer remarked that George Pell’s decision to fly home and mount his defense rather than hide in the Vatican 
showed that he was out of touch with the massive changes in his homeland. He chose to submit himself to a jury 
pool drawn from a populace that in 2015 cheered the destruction by arson of four historic churches that had 
been scenes of child sex abuse decades earlier. Such a populace does not arise spontaneously, it needs years of 
enticements to habituate itself to the belief that the spiritual needs of Christians in churches and hospitals do not 
matter, and only after such cultivation would it suddenly arise in might and vengeance from the fog. 
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